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1941, said as his famous last words, "yidn, shreibt un

schools. it's learning, so the Jewish New year in our

farschreib," "Jews, write and record." The last thing he

part of the world always begins at the same time as the

wanted to say to the Jewish people before he died in

academic year.

the holocaust was "keep writing," as if writing were

The Secretary of State asked: "Chief rabbi, do you

our most sacred act, as if the witness of words was our

have something to help us, a saying, a sentence, to help

legacy to the world.

us encourage a year of literacy?" i said, "what do Jews

The Talmud tells a story of rava who was waiting

do at this time of the year? we say, 'Katvenu b'sefer

for rav hamnuna to turn up to a lesson, but rav

chayim,' 'write us in the book of life.' when Jews think

hamnuna was late because he was spending extra

of life, they think of a book. That is what we're about."

time at afternoon prayers. rava says to rav hamnuna,

Therefore, when the Koran calls us the "people of the

"look at this, he is forsaking the delights of eternity

book", that is one of the understatements of all time. we

and immersing himself in the pleasures of this

are a people only because of the book.

world" (Shabbat 10a). is there any other religion in the

please allow me to set a picture, a portrait, and a

universe that would consider prayer a kind of secular

context for a new National library of israel. i want to

pursuit – the pleasures of this world - compared to the

do so by showing that the Jewish people exists at the

eternity that you get in study? i don't know any other

intersection of three extraordinary propositions which

religion that has made study so much higher than even

shape Jewish life from the beginning, which are special

prayer itself. indeed, the festivals are called in the

to Judaism, maybe unique to humanity. we will see how

Introduction

Torah mikra'ei kodesh. The word mikra, is another

the National library of israel its at the intersection of

The idea of a new National library of israel is one

name for Torah itself, because from the very outset, in

these three narratives.

of the great projects of the Jewish people. but what

synagogue and in the Temple itself, these were places

does a new library for the Jewish world in Jerusalem

not just of prayer but of reading and interpretation of

Revolutions in Information Technology

mean? what makes this new library different to any

the sacred texts.

Number one, what excites everyone nowadays? iT,

other in the world? what makes it unique, especially

books, and the acts of reading and writing, studying

information technology. we are currently living through

when you consider the special relationship between

and teaching, interpreting and expounding, are all

a revolution in information technology – computing,

Jews and books?

things absolutely fundamental to Judaism. For instance,

the internet and artiicial intelligence – and it is the

when amos oz and his daughter Fania published

a few years ago, i was asked by the british Secretary of

fourth of the great innovations in communication in

their secular credo, their ani maamin, of what it is to

State for education whether it felt strange beginning

our history. The third great moment of innovation in

be a Jew, they called it Jews and words. George Steiner

a new year – rosh hashanah – at a different time from

information technology was the invention of printing by

has often argued that Jews inhabit language even more

everyone else. i replied that when you celebrate the

Johannes Gutenberg in mid-15th century Germany and

than land. The great historian Simon Dubnow, who

New year depends on what is really important in your

in england by Caxton.

was shot and was lying dying in the ghetto in riga in

life. what is the most important thing for Jews? it's

The irst real breakthrough in information technology
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was the invention of writing. writing was, in effect,

The

proto-Semitic

or

proto-Sinaitic

alphabet

a problem with the inhabitants of Succoth who refuse

the birth of civilization. For the irst time, this simple

was irst discovered by a british archaeologist called

to feed his army until they had beaten the midianites,

technology allowed human knowledge to become

Flinders petrie in the turquoise mines at Serabit in

came back to the town of Succoth, caught hold of a child

cumulative and expand beyond the capacity of a single

the Sinai Desert in 1903. writing the alphabet seems

at random in the street, and said to the child, "write

human memory. what was the irst writing system in

to have been invented around 38 centuries ago, around

me down the names of the leaders of the town." The

history? it was cuneiform in mesopotamia. writing has

the time of abraham. as far as we know, the alphabet

child then writes down the names of the 77 leaders of

been independently invented seven times in different

was invented only once. every other alphabet in the

the town. Just work that out. more than 3,000 years

parts of the world: mesopotamian cuneiform, egyptian

world is directly or indirectly derived from that irst

ago, Gideon can assume that a child at random in the

hieroglyphics, the Chinese ideograms, the indus Valley

alphabet. of course, the irst alphabet which had letters

street knows how to write. when did we have universal

script, the minoan script known as linear b, and later

for vowels was Greek and it was also the irst alphabet

literacy in england? 1870. So this is something

the mayans and the aztecs.

written from left to right. The direct descent from the

absolutely extraordinary.

but there is a problem with writing. whether

proto-Semitic alphabet was clear: alef, bet, gimel, dalet

indeed, Jews became the irst, indeed the only,

writing takes the form of pictograms, or ideograms, or

became alpha, beta, gamma, delta in Greek. So whilst

civilization that predicated their survival on education.

syllabaries, those early writing systems all involved a

it is Greek that is very often seen as the irst alphabet,

already in the irst century, under rabbi yehoshua

very large number of symbols, from the Chinese, which

actually the proto-Semitic alphabet existed at least a

ben Gamla, Jews in israel had a system of universal

had 40,000 different symbols – it takes 20 years to learn

thousand years earlier.

compulsory education. Jews became the people whose

40,000 different symbols - to even the most stripped-

what was the result? well, if you can articulate

heroes are teachers, whose citadels are schools, and

down, basic, demotic hieroglyphics, which got it down

all the knowledge in the world with a symbol set of

whose passion is learning and the life of the mind.

to 450 symbols. That is still an enormous amount. when

only 22 characters, for the irst time in history you

That survives today, even among the most secular Jews.

there is writing in the form of these pictograms or

have the possibility of a society of universal literacy.

Sergey brin of Google actually said to a reporter once, "i

ideograms, the result is a hierarchical society, because

That is the thing that makes Judaism a revolution

come from one of those secular russian Jewish families

only an elite will ever know how to read and write. They

in human history, because it is literacy that is at the

where they expect even the plumber to have a phD."

are the knowledge class, and the masses are illiterate

heart of human dignity, as Judaism understands it.

That is the irst point i make, that our people

and therefore powerless.

when you have a society of universal literacy, you have

became a people because of the book, because they

it was actually the second invention in information

the possibility of a society where every one of whose

were there when the book was invented, the birth of

technology that made the difference and coincided

members can be seen as the image and likeness of God.

the alphabet, which made it possible for everyone to

with the birth of the Jewish people. what was that

This is what isaiah means when he says, "and all

read a book. Judaism comes into being, or the Jewish

revolution in information technology? The invention

thy children shall be taught of the lord; and great

people come into being, simultaneously with the book.

of the alphabet. That was the decisive thing. of course,

shall be the peace of thy children" (isaiah 54:13). all

why was the irst form of the alphabet called "alphabet"?

your children will be learned of the lord, not just some

Covenant and Conversation

because of the hebrew alef-bet. The irst form of this

of them. The clearest place that we see this is in the

The second point, and this is very, very hard for us

alphabet is known as proto-Semitic or proto-Sinaitic.

eighth chapter of the book of Judges. Gideon, who has

to understand at this distance of time, is that the
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birth of monotheism actually created a crisis in the

where there is no struggle between the gods or between

the Targum says, "ruach memallela," man became a

relationship between human beings and the Divine.

the elements. when God simply calls the world into

speaking being. it was that power of words which God

monotheism was not simply a kind of mathematical

being, max weber called this the "disenchantment of the

gave adam, and what gave adam the ability to name the

reduction of many gods to one. That kind of reduction

universe," what we would call the de-mythologization of

animals. God's greatest gift is the gift of language. That

had already preceded, as it were by moses, because there

the universe. weber said if you want to see the roots of

then becomes the gesher tzar me'od – the very narrow

was a famous controversial pharaoh of egypt called

western civilization, of science, and of rationality, you

bridge – that crosses the abyss between inite humanity

amenhotep the Fourth, otherwise known as akhenaten,

have to turn to Genesis, Chapter 1.

and the ininity of God.

who was seen by Sigmund Freud and many others as

The question is, if God is so beyond the universe,

all of a sudden, everything rests on language, on

the irst monotheist. akhenaten worshiped the god of

how can we, frail, fallible and inite, relate to God who

God being able to speak to us and our being able to hear

the sun. That is not what Judaism is about. it's not what

is ininite? how can we, who live within nature, relate

that speech. what that meant was that Judaism became

abrahamic monotheism is about. The real revolution of

to God who is beyond nature? That is the crisis in which

much less a religion of holy places and of holy people,

monotheism is not the reduction of many gods to one,

Judaism is born. The answer the Torah gives is very

though we have holy places, Jerusalem the holy City,

but the idea that God transcends the universe, because

simple. The answer is language. God speaks. and when

and we have holy people, the kohanim – the priests. but

God created the universe and therefore is not to be

we speak to God, God listens. That is the fundamental

above all, Judaism is a religion of holy words. That is

identiied with or even symbolized by anything within

issue. Suddenly, language takes on an immense and

where you will ind God. open a Torah scroll. read. That

the universe itself.

fateful consequence with Judaism that it never had

is what made Judaism completely new in civilization.

The result is a huge ontological abyss opened up

before. indeed, God creates the universe by words: "let

This is a very subtle idea. There were two civilizations

between God and humanity. it's not simply that God

there be light, and there was light" (Genesis 1:3). God

that thought in these terms, the two civilizations that

is big and we are small, God is powerful and we are

creates the world with words. by creating humanity in

become the irst ever in history to break with myth. one

powerless. everyone, even the polytheists, knew that.

his image, the great gift he gave us was the power of

was ancient israel. The other one was ancient Greece.

it is that in our kind of monotheism, God is a different

words, which Jews have used incessantly ever since.

There is a subtle difference. They both take language

kind of being altogether, invisible, unknowable,

years ago the bbC did a series on the world's great

very seriously. There's a subtle difference between the

unpredictable, a God that we cannot manipulate by

religions. The presenter inally came to his program on

Jewish view of language, "and God said let there be," and

magic, or explain by myth, or appease by sacriices. The

Judaism. he walked into a Jewish religious seminary and

the Greek understanding of language.

gods of the ancient world were close. you sensed them

interviewed elie wiesel. The presenter said, "professor

we know this because the theory of language

all around you, in the sun, the moon, the rain, the storm,

wiesel, Judaism seems like a very noisy religion. Do you

developed by plato was then taken up by a Jewish

the ocean, the forces of chaos. For the mythological

have such a thing as silence in Judaism?" wiesel thought

thinker, philo, who was very much inluenced by

mind, the world was full of gods.

for a moment, and replied, "Judaism is full of silences.

hellenistic ideas and lived in alexandria. philo

it's just that we don't talk about them."

developed the concept of the logos, "the word," which

what Judaism does from the irst chapter of Genesis
is obliterate that whole world at a stroke. it was the

in its translation of Genesis 2:7, that God formed

had a huge inluence on Christianity. The Gospel of

German sociologist max weber who said that Genesis,

man from the dust of the earth and breathed into him

John, which begins, "in the beginning was the word,"

Chapter 1, is the decisive birth of western civilization,

the breath of life, and man became a living being,

comes into Christianity through philo, and thus
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Christianity develops a platonic idea of language,

my commentary essays on the weekly Torah reading

which could be understood in two different ways. The

which is different from the Jewish idea of language.

"Covenant and Conversation," because "covenant" is

mystics and the prophets before them saw text as a kind

Sufice it to say that at the heart of Judaism is this

mutual. God made it with israel. israel made it with God.

of ketubah, a marriage contract between the loving God

remarkable idea contained in the description of the

but the whole of Judaism is that ongoing "conversation"

and his beloved people, or to understand it, as i prefer to

great festival Shavuot, the Feast of weeks. when moses

between israel and God as to how we understand God's

do, as the written constitution of israel as a nation under

is at the end of his life recalling those events, in his

word for all time to make it God's word for this time.

the sovereignty of God. For these two reasons, Jews

inal address to the Jewish people, the children of those

The end result of this was something quite

became a people of the text: because of the invention of

that he brought out of egypt, he reminds them of the

extraordinary. we all know this, but we don't often

the alphabet and because only through words could we

great experience at mount Sinai and uses a remarkable

stop to remember it. what happened, having received

fully enter into a relationship with God.

four-word phrase, remarkable only because it is so

the Torah from moses, the Jewish people spent the

ambiguous. he says that what they heard was a "kol

next thousand years, from roughly the 13th century

The Global Nation

gadol v'lo yasaf", "a great voice and it went on no more"

bCe to the third century bCe, writing commentaries

This brings me to the third and inal point, in some

(Deuteronomy 5:18). as the commentator rashi points

to the Torah, which we call Nevi'im – prophets and

ways the most poignant of all. it emerged out of two

out, this could mean one of two things. "V'lo yasaf"

Ketuvim – writings, the other books of Tanakh, the

major crises. The irst was the babylonian exile in the

means the voice sounded once and never again, or, as

hebrew bible. They then spent the next thousand years

sixth century bCe, and the second, much more seriously,

the Targum translates it, "pasak v'lo", a great voice that

writing commentaries to the commentary in the form

was the tragic events of the irst and second centuries of

sounded and never stopped. it is completely ambiguous.

of midrash, mishnah, and Gemara. Then they spent

the Common era, the roman conquest, the destruction

Did the voice happen once and never again, or did it

another thousand years writing commentaries to the

of the Second Temple, the failure of the bar Kokhba

sound once and ever again?

commentaries to the commentaries, from biblical

rebellion, and the dispersion of Jews across the world.

interpretation to Jewish law to poetry, to philosophy,

The question was, were Jews – no longer a sovereign

and to mysticism.

nation in their own land, scattered instead around the

of course, the reconciliation of that contradiction is
that there were two modes of communication, the Torah

She'beichtav, the written Torah, and the Torah She'be'al

For 3,000 years, virtually every word that Jews

peh, the oral Torah. The written Torah was written once

wrote from 1,300 bCe to around the 18th century, was a

in any conventional sense, the answer has to be no.

and never again, but the oral Torah has never ceased.

commentary to the Torah. it was only in the 19th century

what is a nation? it is a group of people who live in

From the days of moses to today, Jews have engaged

that Jews began developing the literature of the Jewish

the same land, speak the same language, exist under

in the mandate that God gave us to interpret his word

enlightenment, which was not directly a commentary

the same government, share the same culture, and

afresh in every generation.

to the Torah. Jews became a textual civilization, not only

participate in the same fate. in any of those senses, Jews

Judaism is, in short, an ongoing conversation

for the reason i made earlier, that we were there at the

were not a nation. They didn't live in the same land.

between that once-and-once-only divine voice that

invention of the alphabet, but also because in abrahamic

They were scattered throughout the world. They did

sounded at Sinai, and the human interpretation of

monotheism, God, who is beyond nature, is to be found

not speak the same language of everyday speech. rashi

those words that has continued in every generation

in a text, the text of Torah.

was speaking French. maimonides was speaking arabic.

since. it is the great conversation that never ended. i call

That text becomes the deining feature of Judaism,

world – still a nation?

They were not under the same government or culture.
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The medieval rabbis in France and Germany, Tosaists,

had their covenant. That alone sustained them as a

became "the portable homeland of the Jew." wherever

were living under a Christian regime, and alfasi and

nation in the Diaspora. it is the only thing. God said so

Jews carried Torah, they were at home. as, and i ind

maimonides and others under a muslim one. They did

explicitly. believe it or not, we read it in the Torah. in

this line almost unbearably poignant, we say in one of

not share the same fate. while the Jewish communities

the midst of the curses, the rebuke in the weekly Torah

the liturgical poems at the climax of yom Kippur – the

of northern europe were being massacred in 1096

reading of "bechukotai", God says through moses these

Day of atonement, in Ne’ilah – the closing prayers, as

during the First Crusade, Jews in Spain were enjoying

words, "and yet for all that, when they are in the land

the cry of Jews before the State of israel was recreated,

their Golden age. when the Jews of Spain were exiled

of their enemies, i will not reject them, neither will i

"ein lanu shiur rak hatorah hazot", this is all we've got

in 1492, and the Jews of portugal in 1497, and forced to

abhor them, to destroy them utterly" (leviticus 26:44).

left, master of the Universe. we've lost everything. all

wander the world for a century, the Jews of poland were

God says, "even in the land of their enemies, i will not

we have is this Torah. it was that text, that they could

enjoying their Golden age. Jews had none of the things

break my covenant with them." because the covenant

carry wherever they went, that allowed Jews to be at

that make a nation. yet, they saw themselves and were

preceded the country, it survived the loss of the country.

home even when they lost their home, because they

The result was, even in the Diaspora, that the

knew that the Torah would carry them back one day

how was that possible? The answer lies in the one

covenant was still in force. it was Saadia Gaon in the

here to the land of israel and here to Jerusalem, the

very unusual fact about Shavuot – the Feast of weeks

10th century, who was wrestling with this idea – it

holy City.

and matan Torah – the giving of the Torah. This can be

puzzled him. how come we, who are scattered all over

it was those three things, each one of them unique,

seen by asking a very simple question: what comes irst

the world, are still a nation? Saadia Gaon famously

that shaped the whole essence of Jewish identity. Not

in the history of any nation, the land or the law? The

said, "our nation is only a nation by virtue of its Torah."

only by virtue of being there for the irst alphabet did

country or the constitution? The place or the political

because of the Torah and only because of the Torah, Jews

Jews become the irst people of the book. Jews not only

structure? The answer is obvious. First, there's the

throughout the world kept the same religious laws, read

by virtue of monotheism found, and were forced to ind,

place, then come the people. They eventually develop

the same religious texts, celebrated the same holy days,

God in words. They were also connected globally to one

into a nation. They develop political structures. They

said more or less the same prayers. They even faced the

another by this book that they all read, they all engraved

create a ruler or a government who enacts laws. First

same point, Jerusalem, when they prayed.

on their souls, and they all kept. That text kept Jews

seen by others as just that, one nation.

the land, then the laws. No exception, except one, and

because of that, Jews became the circumference

together and united as a single nation. The Torah can be

that is Judaism. it is the only exception in all of history.

of a circle whose center was here in Jerusalem. Jews

seen as in every sense shaping this unique phenomenon,

The Torah was given in the wilderness. First came the

therefore became the irst virtual community, the Torah

a people that only existed because of the book.

law, and only later, as it turned out, an entire generation

became the irst internet, and the Jewish people became

indeed, we can see the Torah, we can see the Jewish

later, came the land. There is no other example of this in

the world's irst global people and for 2,000 years, the

people in this way, just as you see when you open mikraot

all of history.

world's only global people.

Gedolot, a central text surrounded by commentary, so

The result of this was incredibly fateful, because

what is for everyone else in the 21st century the

the Jewish people has its central text here in Jerusalem

what it meant was, even in exile, even in dispersion,

newest of the new – the concept of globalization – is for us

the holy City. all the world's communities are like

they may have lost the land, but they still had the

the oldest of the old. That was brilliantly summed up by

commentaries on that central text, because wherever

law. They may have lost their country, but they still

heinrich heine in his wonderful phrase that the Torah

Jews were, in every community, in every age, they added
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their own commentaries so that even though they lived

is that power and wealth are both what i call material

Jews believe profoundly, it is that we have a share in

in different cultures, and countries, and languages,

goods. The trouble with material goods is the more

this heritage of literature and literacy. That is what

and land, they remained part of that single extended

you share, the less you have. if you have total power

makes the Jewish people what it is. That's what amos

conversation between the Jewish people and the God of

but you decide to share it with nine other people, the

oz was trying to tell us. That is what Dr. ruth Calderon

heaven in dialogue with the terms of our destiny and

result is you only have a tenth as much power as you

was doing in her maiden speech in the Knesset, when

our covenant.

began with. if you have 1,000 dollars and share it with

as a woman and as a secular Jew, she gets up and gives

nine other people, you're left with only a tenth as much

a Talmud lesson to the members of Knesset. it was

Realizing the Vision: The Renewed National

money as you began with. if you have a certain amount

a brilliant lesson, and it was a lovely way of saying,

Library of Israel

of knowledge and you share that with nine others, do

"you know what? This text belongs to all of us." "moses

each of those three is a remarkable phenomenon

you have less? maybe you have more. mikol melamdai

commanded us a law, an inheritance of the congregation

considered in and of itself, but put them all together,

hiskalti, the more we teach our knowledge to others,

of Jacob" (Deuteronomy 33:4). it belongs to all of us.

and you get something quite extraordinary. Together

the more we learn. wealth and power, at least in the

a campaign, a way of extending the National library

they open up extraordinary possibilities when they

short term, are zero-sum games, which means the more

so that everyone can plug into it, is a way of opening

become the backdrop for this project of a new National

i share, the less i have. it means that wealth and power,

up the Jewish text and the Jewish commentary to what

library in Jerusalem, and there are three implications.

the economy and the state, economics and politics, are

Torah She'be'al peh – the oral Torah – is really supposed

always arenas of conlict. Knowledge is not, because the

to be, the ongoing conversation scored for many voices

more i give away, the more i have.

of Jews in conversation with the terms of their destiny.

Number one, we began by saying Judaism was born
in a revolution in information technology, the birth of
the alphabet. if that is so, then we must use this new

That is why the Jewish version of an egalitarian

we like argument. in fact, i don't think we know

information technology, much of it shaped by Jews, after

society, a society in which everyone reaches his or her

any other form of conversation. when i did a public

all, such as Sergey brin of Google, mark Zuckerberg

own full dignity by having access to education and to

conversation with amos oz, his opening sentence was,

of Facebook, to enhance the new National library,

knowledge, is the only form of egalitarianism that really

"i don't think i'm going to agree with rabbi Sacks about

creatively, innovatively, to achieve our version in our

has worked and will continue to work. if somehow this

everything, but then, on most things, i don't agree with

time, in the 21st century, of what the invention of the

National library can open up its wealth of knowledge

myself." That is how we use a National library to say,

alphabet did 38 centuries ago. Then, the alphabet opened

by using digitization and the internet, and making all

"you are all a letter in this scroll. you are all a part of the

up to everyone, democratized access to information.

its materials available to everyone through a modem

Jewish conversation."

That democratic access to knowledge is what Judaism

or through a bluetooth connection, that would be

sees as fundamental to human dignity and equality.

revolution number one.

Finally, my point about the Torah sustaining Jews
as a global people means that i believe that this new

incidentally, the Jewish idea is the only one that has

Number two, the National library is a library that

National library to be built here in Jerusalem the holy

a chance of working. let me explain why. every other

can form connections between Jews in this very, very

City cannot be simply and merely a national library. it

form of equality has been based on either equality of

fragmented Jewish world that we have now, where the

must be a global library, because it was only books that

power or of wealth. but there is an inherent problem

gap between religious and secular continues to grow. as

kept us together as a global people. how wonderful

with democracy and equality of power. The problem

i began by saying, if there is one thing that even secular

if, through the internet and through digitization of
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all the manuscripts and books and journals in this

want to deine it very simply is that Nietzsche framed

the world has ever known. To build this home of the

library, we could allow any Jew anywhere in the world

the eternal human choice between, on the one hand, the

book dedicated to people of that book is a project that

to access this heritage. would it not be wonderful if

idea of power, and on the other hand, the power of ideas.

could bring blessing not just to israel, and not just to the

coincidentally with the building of this new Jewish

Judaism showed the world the power of ideas, simple

Jewish people worldwide, but to the entire world. may

library went a worldwide campaign of Jewish literacy,

ideas that can transform the world not through war

that great project materialize here in our time. bimhera

which really could engage the imagination of Jews

but through education. That is what i would like a new

beyameinu, amen - speedily in our days, amen.

throughout the world, regardless of whether they are

national and international Jewish library to be.

religious or secular?

Those who built this land and this State, the heroes

Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, Chief Rabbi of the United

of the land and the State, were motivated by one idea,

Hebrew Congregations of the Commonwealth (1991-2013)

will come when visitors to the State of israel, be they

by the prophetic vision of Shivat Tzion – the return

and recipient of the 2016 Templeton Prize.

presidents, prime ministers, or popes, will be taken not

to Zion – articulated by all the prophets, by Jeremiah's

irst to yad Vashem, however important that is, but here

insistence, "and there is hope for thy future, saith the

to the new national and international library, which i

lord; and thy children shall return to their own border"

propose should be subtitled, "The home of the book for

(Jeremiah 31:16). The day will come when Jews will

the people of the book." let us show the world not only

return to their land. if that idea motivated people to

how Jews died but how Jews live.

create this State, so may those who design and build

it is therefore my hope and my dream that the day

my personal favorite atheist, Nietzsche, was one

this new National library, be lifted and inspired by a

of the greatest of all time because he was the most

no-less-famous vision and a no-less-magniicent one.

honest. Nietzsche was a very profound thinker. many

The words of isaiah that we all know, "There will come

people think that Nietzsche was anti-Semitic. Nietzsche

a time when many nations say, let us come and visit the

wasn't anti-Semitic. he did not dislike Jews, but he

mountain of the lord, Jerusalem; for out of Zion shall go

deeply disliked Judaism. in fact, many people hated

forth the law, and the word of the lord from Jerusalem"

Jews because they didn't become Christian. Nietzsche

(isaiah 2:3).

hated Jews because they gave birth to Christianity. he

The time will come when the nations of the world

regarded Judaism and Christianity as what he called

will recognize that the power of ideas is greater than

"the slave revolt in morals." Judaism and Christianity is

the idea of power. on that day, from Zion will go forth

what happened when slaves defeated their masters and

the Torah and the word of God from Jerusalem. let us

imposed their code on everyone.

show the world that other face of israel, the people of

Nietzsche rightly saw the Jews were his most

the book in the land of the book, whose language is

formidable opponents. Nietzsche deined his own

the language of the book and whose landscape is the

philosophy as the will to power. i deine Judaism as

landscape of the book. That book that inspired some of

the will to life. They are opposed principles. The way i

the greatest moral visions and greatest religious poetry

